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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: A novel optimization algorithm (VOLO™) for robotic radiosurgery in the Precision™ treatment planning
system was evaluated for different SRS/SBRT treatments and compared with the previous Sequential
Optimization (SO) algorithm.
Materials and methods: Fifty cases of brain, spine, prostate and lung tumors previously optimized with SO, were
re-planned with VOLO™ algorithm keeping the same prescription, collimator type and size, optimization shells,
and blocking structures. The dosimetric comparison involved target coverage, conformity (CI), gradient (GI) and
homogeneity indexes, specific indicators of dose to OARs and number of nodes, beams, MU and delivery time.
For brain only, plans were IRIS- and MLC-based (10 each). The remaining 30 plans were all IRIS-based.
Results: VOLO™ optimization was significantly superior for target coverage for prostate and spine, CI for brain,
and for brain and urethra dose sparing. SO gave significantly better results for GI for prostate. VOLO™ showed a
significantly steeper dose fall-off for brain MLC-based, while for prostate and spine SO was superior. For IRIS-
based plans, VOLO™ significantly reduced the nodes (36%), beams (14%), and MU (31%). This led to an average
reduction of delivery time of 20% (from 8% for brain to 30% for prostate). For MLC-based plans, VOLO™
significantly increased the nodes and beams (42%) keeping the same number of MU. The averaged delivery time
increased by 18%.
Conclusions: With respect to SO, VOLO™ optimization algorithm provided better results in terms of delivery time
for IRIS-based and of quality of dose distribution for MLC-based plans, respectively.

1. Introduction

Since its first clinical implementation in 1997 [1], the robotically
steered radiosurgery machine Cyberknife® (Accuray Incorporated, USA)
has been continuously upgraded to improve plan quality and delivery
efficiency [2] through the introduction of technical features such as
multi-purpose tracking methods, increased dose-rate, Monte-Carlo dose
calculation algorithm [3], the variable collimator IRIS™ [4] and, most
recently, the InCise™ multi-leaf collimator (MLC) [5]. The treatment
planning system (TPS) underwent only one significant improvement
when Precision™ replaced the existing version called MultiPlan™ in
2018. Although that upgrade improved the planning practice of the
users, its inverse treatment planning algorithm, called Sequential Op-
timization (SO), remained the same.

The SO algorithm has been successfully used to design plans for a
variety of SRS/SBRT treatments [6–10] although the result of the entire

process can be significantly slow due to its intrinsic sequential nature.
In fact, when large volumes are involved or complex dose distributions
are required such as in simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) cases, each
step requires a lengthy optimization, making the whole process slower.
Typical optimization times for complex cases can easily take up to 4 h.

Time reduction and beam reduction are two options available to
reduce delivery time. Time reduction iteratively reduces the number of
beams and nodes until the desired treatment time is achieved. Beam
reduction re-optimizes the whole plan by minimizing the number of
beams under a user-defined MU threshold. Both processes usually de-
crease the quality of the dose distribution.

The first optimization algorithm making use of graphical processing
unit (GPU)-based dose calculation was introduced in 2012 for
Tomotherapy (Accuray Incorporated, USA) treatment planning. It bor-
rowed the same optimization algorithm already implemented in the
Tomotherapy TPS, featuring a convolution/superposition dose
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calculation engine able to run on GPUs in order to decrease the com-
putation time [11]. It relies on a single-cost function optimization and it
uses an iterative least-squared minimization algorithm [12].

Recently, this GPU-based dose calculation engine was made avail-
able for Cyberknife® in the Precision™ TPS with the name VOLO™ as a
way to reduce the computation time as well as the treatment time by
using an improved sequencing algorithm. It can be used for all available
collimators.

In this study, the VOLO™ planning performances were assessed with
respect to the existing SO algorithm for four different SRS/SBRT typical
clinical indications: brain metastasis, spine metastasis, lung and pros-
tate cancer. Optimization algorithms were compared dosimetrically and
in terms of delivery efficiency. Furthermore, a blinded clinical evalua-
tion of rival plans was carried out to assess differences in quality of dose
distributions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sequential Optimization (SO) and VOLO™ algorithms employed

SO was based on a multi-objective optimization that was executed
sequentially as a series of individual optimization steps. Each step
owned a single objective cost function that corresponded to a specific
absolute constraint (that must not be violated) or soft constraint (i.e. a
clinical goal with a relaxation value, the acceptable violation limit of
the clinical goal). The user-defined sequence of steps replaced the de-
finition of weighting factors used to prioritize objectives in conven-
tional approaches. The optimization proceeded sequentially through
the optimization steps, to build up the treatment plan one clinical ob-
jective at a time.

In this study, the maximum MU per beam or segment, node and
plan, respectively, and maximum dose for each volume of interest (VOI)
were used as absolute constraints. All other objectives controlling the
DVH such as minimum dose for targets and maximum and mean dose
for OARs were used as soft constraints. Our current practice for SO-
based plans involved the use of shell volumes of various diameter to
improve dose conformality, and blocking structures such as eyes, metal
dental artefacts, and arms to improve dose calculation and treatment
delivery robustness. Dose conformality was controlled by assigning a
soft constraint to the shell volumes with the exception of the most inner
shell for for which an absolute constraint was set. A typical SO script is
reported in Fig. 1 of Supplementary material. At the end of the SO
process, both time and beam reduction were performed to achieve a
treatment time ideally lower than 60min. MU threshold for beam re-
duction was set to six per fraction to neglect any possible small MU
linearity issue. The last step involved a fine tuning of the dose dis-
tribution reducing 20% and 30% isodoses occurring in regions located
apart from the target.

In VOLO™, objectives were optimized simultaneously and they were
prioritized according to the relative penalties assigned to each objec-
tive. Therefore, a single multi-criteria cost function replaced the mul-
tiple single-criteria cost functions employed in SO. Available objectives
were maximum dose, minimum dose and dose-volume objectives for
both targets and OARs. Up to five objectives could be assigned to a
single VOI with a specific penalty factor to indicate different priorities
to the optimizer. No absolute constraints were available. Two specific
parameters replaced both the time and beam reduction processes: total
MU penalty and minimum MU per beam (or segment). The first one,
ranging from 0 to 10, meant to reduce the treatment time while the
second one set the MU threshold for beams (or segments) per fraction.

In this study, maximum dose, minimum dose and multiple dose-
volume objectives were used to optimize dose to both target and OAR
according to the clinical goals. Relative penalties were initially set to 1
and then increased for a specific objective in order to achieve the de-
sired goal.

In order to provide a consistent comparison, the VOLO™ optimiza-
tion was performed by keeping the same arrangement as the SO plans,
i.e. dose and isodose prescription, shell volumes, blocking structures,
number and collimator sizes for IRIS-based plans, collimator type for
MLC-based plans and minimum MU threshold per beam (6 per frac-
tion). The total MU penalty was used instead of time and beam re-
duction processes to minimize the treatment time without compro-
mising the dose distribution. Since no absolute constraint was available,
maximum dose was used for all the shell volumes (see Fig. 2 of
Supplementary material for details). As for SO plans, dose distribution
was fine-tuned to reduce 20% and 30% isodoses out of the target vo-
lume.

For both algorithms, the whole process involved the beam optimi-
zation (node selection, beam size, beam weights) followed by the final
dose calculation performed with either the Ray Tracing algorithm or
Monte-Carlo independently from the collimator chosen.

Both algorithms considered delivery time as the summation of the
patient setup time, beam-on-time (BOT), the time spent by the robotic
arm to move between nodes, and the time required for imaging. That
latter could be modified by the user according to the frequency of
stereoscopic X-ray images chosen for the treatment. Since frameless
stereotactic treatments were involved, the need for repeating images
became essential and required up to 20% of the overall treatment time
according to the tracking method involved. Treatment time depended
upon the dose per fraction, the number and size of the targets, and the
collimator type, size or aperture. For SO-based plans, typical values
range from 20min to more than 3 h [10,13,14].

2.2. Patient selection and planning comparison

A head-to-head quantitative comparison of dose distribution and

Table 1
Clinical details of involved treatment plans. For Brain MLC cases two different prescription doses were involved. Generally dose was prescribed to isodose of 70% for
brain cases and 80% for all other cases.

Disease PTV1 PTV2 Prescription
Dose
PTV1

Prescription
Dose
PTV2

Prescription
Isodose

Tracking Method

cc cc Gy/fractions Gy/fractions %

Brain IRIS 1.16
(0.09–4.07)

NA 20/1 NA 70 6D Skull

Brain MLC 14.75
(2.00–31.67)

NA 35/5 and 33/3 NA 80 6D Skull

Lung 10.88
(2.04–32.76)

NA 55/5 NA 80 Synchrony

Spine 12.97
(0.44–57.64)

60.67
(23.91–141.66)

35/5 30/5 80 X-Sight Spine

Prostate 2.99
(0.68–6.16)

84.13
(44.32–145.96)

50/5 36.25/5 80 Fiducials
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delivery efficiency between SO and VOLO™ optimization algorithms
was carried out for 50 patients encompassing the following diseases:
brain, lung, spine and prostate. For brain, 20 patients were enrolled and
equally split in two groups according to collimator employed: Brain
IRIS and Brain MLC. Lung, spine and prostate cases (n= 10 per each
group) were all IRIS-based plans. Spine and prostate cases were SIB
cases. The distributions of the target size as well as different prescrip-
tion doses are given in Table 1.

All patients were previously treated in our department with
Cyberknife and were planned with SO algorithm using the IRIS or MLC
collimator. For IRIS-based plans, up to five collimator sizes per target
were employed ranging between 7.5 mm and 60mm according to the
target size. No aperture restrictions were adopted for MLC-based plans.

Generally, the 98% of the planning target volume (PTV) did receive
the prescription dose unless its coverage compromised OAR dose limits.
Clinical dose goals for the OARs involved in the comparison are re-
ported in Table 2.

Raytracing and Monte-Carlo dose calculation algorithms were
equally available for both optimizations algorithms. Raytracing was
used for brain and prostate, while for spine the choice of the calculation
algorithm depended upon the target localization with respect to low
density VOI. For lung cases, the Monte-Carlo was employed for final
dose calculation.

Table 2
OARs clinical dose objectives for the different diseases and fractionations in-
volved in the study. Spinal cord PRV=Spinal cord+5mm isotropic margin.

OAR Figure of merit Clinical goal

Brain (1 fraction)
Brain V12Gy <10 cc
Brainstem Dmax <15 Gy
Chiasma V8Gy <0.2 cc
Optic Nerves V8Gy <0.2 cc

Dmax < 10 Gy
Eyes V8Gy <0.1 cc
Lenses V1.5 Gy <0.1 cc

Brain (3 fractions)
Brain V18Gy <1cc
Brainstem Dmax <23.1 Gy
Chiasma V15Gy <0.2 cc
Optic Nerves V15Gy <0.2 cc

Brain (5 fractions)
Brainstem Dmax <31 Gy
Chiasma Dmax <27 Gy
Optic Nerves Dmax <27 Gy

Lung (5 fractions)
Lungs-PTV V5Gy <50%

V12.5 Gy <1500 cc
V13.5 Gy <1000 cc
V20Gy <10%

Bronchus V18Gy <4cc
V35Gy <0.5 cc
Dmax <38 Gy

Heart V32Gy <15 cc
V40Gy <1cc
D0.5 cc < 29 Gy

Big Vessels V47Gy <10 cc
D0.5 cc < 53 Gy

Esophagus V20Gy <10 cc
V27.5 Gy <5cc
D0.5 cc < 32 Gy

Ribs V30Gy <10 cc
V35Gy <1cc
V43Gy <0.03 cc

Spine (5 fractions)
Spinal Cord V20Gy <1.2 cc

V22.5 Gy <0.25 cc
D0.03 cc < 25.3 Gy

Spinal Cord PRV V30Gy <0.1 cc
Roots Dmax <33 Gy
Esophagus Dmax <35 Gy

Prostate (5 fractions)
Rectum D1cc < 38 Gy

D0.1 cc < 41 Gy
Dmax <44 Gy

Sigmoid V20Gy <10 cc
Small Bowel V15Gy <10 cc

Dmax <20 Gy
Urethra V39Gy <1cc

V41Gy <0.1 cc
Dmax <43 Gy

Bladder V39Gy <3cc
V41Gy <1cc
V45Gy <0.1 cc

Penis Bulb D3cc < 35 Gy
Anal Canal D3cc < 25 Gy
Femoral Heads V20Gy <10 cc

Table 3
Dosimetric comparison for target volumes listed per different disease.
Statistically significant differences are reported in bold. * ns: not significant.

Parameter Sequential Optimization VOLO™ p-value

Brain IRIS
TVPIV (%) 0.98 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 ns*
GI 4.76 ± 0.99 4.41 ± 0.84 <0.05
CI 0.72 ± 0.11 0.77 ± 0.11 <0.01
nHI 1.07 ± 0.07 1.03 ± 0.04 ns
Brain MLC
TVPIV (%) 0.98 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.01 ns
GI 3.00 ± 0.34 3.03 ± 0.53 ns
CI 0.83 ± 0.09 0.87 ± 0.07 <0.005
nHI 1.08 ± 0.09 1.09 ± 0.05 ns
Lung
TVPIV (%) 0.92 ± 0.11 0.92 ± 0.11 ns
GI 4.54 ± 0.92 4.31 ± 0.67 ns
CI 0.83 ± 0.09 0.83 ± 0.09 ns
nHI 1.16 ± 0.22 1.04 ± 0.27 ns
Prostate
TVPIV1 (%) 0.96 ± 0.04 0.99 ± 0.01 <0.02
TVPIV2 (%) 0.96 ± 0.05 0.98 ± 0.03 ns
GI 3.67 ± 0.24 4.05 ± 0.32 <0.02
CI1 0.72 ± 0.21 0.68 ± 0.07 ns
CI2 0.84 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.03 ns
nHI1 1.09 ± 0.11 1.07 ± 0.07 ns
nHI2 1.59 ± 0.33 1.56 ± 0.11 ns
Spine
TVPIV1 (%) 0.92 ± 0.07 0.92 ± 0.07 ns
TVPIV2 (%) 0.81 ± 0.17 0.92 ± 0.08 <0.05
GI 4.55 ± 0.87 4.26 ± 0.74 ns
CI1 0.53 ± 0.21 0.52 ± 0.24 ns
CI2 0.65 ± 0.22 0.74 ± 0.05 ns
nHI1 1.21 ± 0.14 1.15 ± 0.08 ns
nHI2 1.59 ± 0.33 1.48 ± 0.20 ns

Table 4
Dosimetric comparison for OARs. Only statistically significant results are re-
ported.

OAR Figure
of
merit

Clinical goal Sequential
Optimization

VOLO™ p value

Brain IRIS
Brain V12Gy <10 cc 4.8 ± 4.6 cc 4.1 ± 3.9 cc <0.001

Dmean 0.6 ± 0.4 Gy 0.5 ± 0.4 Gy <0.001
Brainstem Dmax <15Gy 2.4 ± 3.0 Gy 2.9 ± 3.2 Gy <0.01

Brain MLC
Brainstem Dmax <23.1 Gy 6.9 ± 7.0 Gy 6.0 ± 6.9 Gy <0.02
o

Urethra
V39Gy <1cc 0.3 ± 0.3 cc 0.1 ± 0.2 cc <0.01
V41Gy <0.1 cc 0.04 ± 0.05 cc 0.01 ± 0.03 cc <0.001
Dmax <43Gy 40.2 ± 1.1 Gy 38.1 ± 1.2 Gy <0.005
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Plans were dosimetrically compared in terms of PTV receiving the
prescription isodose volume (PTVPIV), gradient index (GI), conformity
index (CI), normalized homogeneity index (nHI), peripheral dose fall-
off and dose to OARs. CI and GI were calculated according to their
original formulations [15,16]. Concerning the target homogeneity, a
new formulation was introduced in order to provide an index in-
dependent from the different prescription isodoses of plans involved in
the study: nHI was computed as (D1%/D99%)/PI, where PI is the
prescription percentage isodose (70% or 80% according to the disease).
Peripheral dose fall-off was assessed to evaluate the volume of the 90%,
80%, 20% and 10% isodoses.

The delivery efficiency of plans was evaluated by comparing the
number of nodes, beams, MU and treatment time. For IRIS-based plans,
the average collimator size (

−

C ) and the MU-weighted average colli-
mator size (

−

CMU ) were also computed to investigate the differences in
sequencing between algorithms according to:

=
∑−

C
C

N
i i

(1)

and

=
∑

∑

−

C
MU C

MUMU
i i i

i i

where i runs over the number of beams and N is the total number of
beams.

For the same purpose, the MLC-based plans were investigated as-
sessing the number of MU per beam as the MLC aperture was not di-
rectly controlled by the user.

2.3. Plan evaluation and scoring

For each investigated parameter, the Wilcoxon matched-paired
signed-rank test with a significance level of p=0.05 was used to assess
significant differences for both optimization algorithms.

The plan quality was also assessed by experienced radio-oncologists
each specialized in SRS/SBRT specific pathology in a blinded clinical
evaluation of plans. The radio-oncologists were asked to score the dif-
ference between SO and VOLO™ plans of a given case on a scale

between 1 and 5, where 1 was strongly lower, 3 equal and 5 strongly
better. The scoring was asked to be based on target coverage and
conformity, OAR sparing, and peripheral dose fall-off. Initially, no in-
formation was given about the treatment time. At the end of the scoring
process, physicians were asked to reconsider their choice while taking
treatment time into account.

3. Results

Plans optimized with VOLO™ were dosimetrically comparable to
plans optimized with SO except for some statistically significant dif-
ferences. Concerning target volumes, for brain metastasis plans, VOLO™
returned a better GI and CI with respect to SO. VOLO™ also improved
target coverage of SIB large PTV for prostate and SIB boost PTV for
spine metastasis plans. On the other hand, SO returned a better GI for
prostate cases. Dose differences are reported in detail in Table 3.

For OARs, VOLO™ was better in terms of organ sparing of the brain
and urethra while maximum dose to brain stem was reduced with SO
for IRIS-based plans and with VOLO™ for MLC-based plans. Statistically
significant results are reported in Table 4 while all other results are
reported in Table 1 of Supplementary material.

For IRIS-based plans, VOLO™ optimization significantly reduced the
number of nodes, beams, and MU. Overall, the VOLO™/SO ratio was
0.64, 0.86. and 0.69, respectively. This ratio varied between classes of
plans and results are summarized in Fig. 1 and in more details in
Table 2 of Supplementary material. This improvement in delivery ef-
ficiency led to an overall reduction of treatment time of 20% with re-
spect to SO-optimized plans. The maximum reduction of average
treatment time was observed for prostate plans (30%) while for brain
metastasis plans the average reduction was 8% only.

For MLC-based plans, VOLO™ optimization significantly increased
the number of nodes and beams, keeping the same ratio 1:1 as observed
for SO plans. The number of MU slightly increased with VOLO™ (3%)
therefore the number of MU per beam resulted significantly lower than
SO. As a result, VOLO™ plans resulted in average longer than SO plans
in terms of delivery time (18%). Nonetheless, due to the low extent of
delivery time for such plans the absolute difference in terms of delivery
time was 4minutes only.

Fig. 1. Summary of delivery parameters listed per different disease. Values are reported as the ratio between VOLO™ and SO optimization algorithms.
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Three-dimensional reconstructions of delivery geometries for both
SO and VOLO™ optimization are reported in Fig. 2. It shows the re-
duction of treatment beams for IRIS-based VOLO™ plans and the in-
crease of treatment beams for MLC-based VOLO™ plans.

Fig. 3 plots the peripheral dose fall-off for each class of plan. The
VOLO™/SO ratio was observed to vary significantly between groups of
plans. For both prostate and spine metastasis plans the ratio was above
the unity, for brain IRIS metastasis it was below the unity reaching the
lowest value for low doses for brain MLC metastasis while for lung it
was below unity for high and medium doses and above unity for low
doses.

Mean
−

C and
−

CMU values are reported in Table 5. VOLO™ plans made
use of larger collimator size for all plan classes except brain metastasis.
The VOLO™/SO ratio for

−

C ranged between 1 and 1.41 for brain me-
tastasis and prostate, respectively. The

− −

C C/ MU ratio was larger for
VOLO™ plans with respect to SO plans suggesting the use of an in-
creased MU fraction for smaller collimator by the VOLO™ optimization
algorithm.

For brain MLC, the VOLO™/SO ratio of the MU/beam was 0.73 (115
MU/beam and 158 MU/beam for VOLO™ and SO, respectively).

All VOLO™ plans were considered clinically acceptable by radio-
oncologists. Overall, plans were judged to be clinically equivalent in

22% of cases, VOLO™ plans were preferred in 60% of cases, and SO
plans in the remaining 18%. Clinical scores are summarized for each
group of plans in Fig. 4. VOLO™ plans were generally preferred for all
groups of plans except for lung where SO plans were considered clini-
cally superior in 60% of cases.

Once the treatment time was taken into account, all plans formerly
considered equivalent were re-scored as VOLO™ preferred for IRIS-
based plans and as SO for MLC-based plans. No changes were observed
among formerly SO preferred plans. Overall, once the delivery time was
taken into account VOLO™ plans were preferred in 78% of cases (77.5%
and 80% for IRIS- and MLC-based plans, respectively.

4. Discussion

The VOLO™ optimization algorithm performances were tested for a
sample of 50 SRS/SBRT plans with respect to the Sequential
Optimization algorithm for two different collimator types: IRIS and
MLC. Plan comparison involved the head-to-head evaluation of both
dosimetric and delivery parameters for 4 typical clinical indications:
brain, lung, prostate and spine.

VOLO™ produced clinically acceptable plans well within the dose-
volume clinical goals. A few statistically significant dosimetric differ-
ences were observed between algorithms. Instead, a major statistically
significant difference was observed in terms of delivery parameters that
was also strongly dependent on to the choice of the collimator type
(IRIS or MLC).

Due to the retrospective nature of the study, it was difficult to assess
differences in optimization time. However, the optimization time was
sensibly reduced for VOLO™ and it could be estimated up to ten times
lower especially for SIB cases such as spine and prostate.

For IRIS-based plans, this study demonstrated the capability of the
VOLO™ algorithm to significantly reduce the number of beams involved
in the optimization process together with the number of total MU and,
as a consequence, the treatment time. If, on the one hand, this may
mitigate difficulties associated with stringent immobilization devices
and long delivery times [17], on the other hand it may deteriorate the
resulting dose distribution in terms of target coverage and peripheral
dose fall-off.

In particular, for SRS/SBRT in which high fractional doses are ap-
plied, the biological effects over normal tissue complications and tumor
control are more critical than those studied for standard fractionate
radiotherapy [18]. It was therefore important to carefully evaluate the
dosimetric impact of this newly introduced optimization algorithm for
robotic stereotactic treatments.

According to our results, the reduced number of beams did not
deteriorate the target conformality. On the contrary, VOLO™ demon-
strated better target conformality than SO for brain metastasis and in-
tegrated boosts for prostate and spine metastasis plans and comparable
results for lung cases. This demonstrated how the reduced number of
beams was still enough to provide an optimal target conformality.
Furthermore, there was no impact on the coverage or dose homogeneity
of the target volume, independently from the class of the plan.

Reducing the beam number also did not influence the dose to OARs;
it was comparable to SO optimization and, in some cases, even better. It
is worth noting how VOLO™ performed better than SO when high steep
dose gradients were involved. This was particularly observed in pros-
tate plans where the urethra received significantly less dose than SO
plans. In these plans, the urethra was often placed in proximity of the
SIB target volume whose dose prescription was 50 Gy. VOLO™ plans
were able to increase urethra sparing without compromising the ad-
jacent target volume coverage. This may reduce RT-associated late ur-
inary toxicity [19].

Although VOLO™ plans were designed to keep the same configura-
tion of collimator size used in the SO plans, the analysis of the dis-
tribution of the collimator size (

−

C ) showed how in VOLO™ a larger

Fig. 2. 3D reconstructions of treatment delivery for A. Brain IRIS, B. Lung, C.
Spine, D. Prostate and E. Brain MLC. Beams are depicted with blue lines. Left
side (VOLO™ algorithm), right side (SO algorithm).
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number of beams used a larger collimator size than in SO plans. The
output factor of collimator sizes used in this study (range
7.5 mm–30mm) varies sensibly due to the small field size [20]. The use
of a larger collimator size was the main factor enabling treatment time
reduction due to the combination of both increased output factor and
increased volume of target irradiated. The

−

C ratio was higher for
prostate and spine metastasis plans where larger collimator sizes were
available in the optimization due to larger target volumes involved.
This explains the deterioration of the quality of the dose distributions in
terms of peripheral dose fall-off. Prostate plans that involved the use of
the largest collimator sizes returned the worst results of dose fall-off
when compared to SO plans. This phenomenon was not observed for
brain cases since the target volumes were relatively small and so the
collimator sizes involved in the optimization ranged only from 7.5 mm
to 12.5mm. In case of large brain lesions where large collimator sizes
are used, this may led to an increased risk of developing brain radio-
necrosis [21].

When large collimator sizes are involved, a possible option could be
to decrease the collimator sizes for VOLO™ to improve peripheral dose
fall-off.

The
− −

C C/ MU ratio was found to be higher for VOLO™ than for SO for
all plan classes. In SO plans, this ratio was close to unity, hence the MUs
were equally distributed over the different collimator sizes available for
plan optimization. Instead, for VOLO™ plans this ratio was superior to
one, suggesting the increase of beam weighting for small collimator
sizes in order to compensate the increased use of larger collimator sizes.

For lung VOLO™ plans, the peripheral dose fall-off was higher than

SO plans only for low doses (i.e. 10% and 20% of the prescription dose).
Lung patients were treated while supine with arms placed along the
body in order to provide the patient with the most comfortable position
to be kept for the entire duration of the treatment. No fixed im-
mobilization devices were used and so the arms may have moved with
respect to the planned position. This meant that entering through the
arms was avoided in the planning process to minimize the effect of arm
positioning. That reduced the solid angle available for beam selection
and the optimizer was forced to find alternative and sub-optimal paths
often entering far from the target volume. Generally, such sub-optimal
beams have a large number of MU because of their distance from PTV
increasing the entrance dose. Due to the limited number of beams
available, this effect was magnified for VOLO™ plans leading to an in-
crease of low dose bath. Indeed, VOLO™ lung plans were only judged
superior or equivalent to SO plans in 10% and 30% of the cases, re-
spectively. In the remaining 60% of the cases, SO was judged superior
because of the aforementioned effect.

MLC-based plan comparison was limited to brain metastasis as this
is the main indication where this collimator is used in our institute.
Although this can represent a limitation, it should be highlighted that
VOLO™ plans were found dosimetrically superior to SO plans. The new
optimization algorithm made use of an increased number of beams in
order to achieve better dose distributions overall. In particular, VOLO™
plans solved the issue related to the large volumes of low doses that
typically affected MLC-based SO plans. In principle, MLC is used when
large tumor sizes are involved according to a SBRT approach. In this
case, delivery time is usually below 30min. Therefore, a small

Fig. 3. Peripheral dose fall-off for different disease and overall averaged. Results are plotted as the ratio between VOLO and SO outcomes.

Table 5
Comparison of mean collimator size (

−

C ) and MU-weighted mean collimator size (
−

CMU ). Range is reported in brackets.

−
C

−
CMU

−
C

− −
C C/ MU

− −
C C/ MU

SO VOLO™ SO VOLO™ VOLO™/SO SO VOLO™

Brain MTS 9.4 (7.5–12.5) 9.4 (7.5–12.5) 9.4 (7.5–12.5) 9.3 (7.5–12.5) 1 1.000 1.011
Lung 17.8 (13.3–22.1) 20.6 (14.4–26.9) 17.7 (13.5–22.1) 20.5 (14.5–26.6) 1.16 1.006 1.005
Spine MTS 14.7 (8.0–19.7) 19.8 (10.0–28.8) 14.4 (7.9–19.4) 19.0 (10.0–27.6) 1.35 1.021 1.042
Prostate 17.6 (12.5–21.4) 24.8 (19.7–28.7) 17.5 (13.5–20.9) 24.2 (17.8–28.4) 1.41 1.005 1.024
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increment of delivery time of a few minutes can be considered accep-
table if a consistent improvement of the dose distribution can be
achieved. However, further studies are needed to provide consistent
comparisons for clinical indications other than brain metastasis.

Overall, the clinical evaluation only slightly preferred VOLO™ plans
as long as treatment time was not taken into account in the scoring
process. Once this parameter was taken into account, VOLO™ plans
were chosen in almost 80% of the 50 plans, thus demonstrating how
this new optimization algorithm provided an improvement in robotic
radiosurgery treatment from a clinical perspective.

5. Conclusion

This study evaluated the performances of the VOLO™ optimization
algorithm for robotic radiosurgery in comparison with the previously
existing Sequential Optimization algorithm. Treatment time reduction
was significant with VOLO™ optimization for IRIS-based plans. The
reduced number of beams involved in the delivery did not affect target
coverage and dose conformity. However, peripheral dose fall-off in-
creased in particular when large collimator sizes were involved. For
MLC-based plans, VOLO™ optimization algorithm produced sig-
nificantly better dose distributions for brain metastasis at the cost of a
small increase in delivery time due to an increased number of beams
involved.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.ejmp.2019.07.020.
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